
UCExposure Prospect Evaluation | Jaidyn Davis
Position | 5’11 Point Guard

Evaluator: Coach V (21 years of experience RecruitingCoordinator at the D1, D2, D3 & NAIA Levels)

SecondaryEvaluator: Coach Kite (Former D1 Athlete, D3 Assistant, NBA Video Coordinator Assistant)
The Prospect Evaluation is used to build a Recruiting Game Plan customized to the Individual Player

Classification/High School | 2023 Douglass HS

Projected Level of Play | D3 JUCO / NCCAA (Arlington Baptist, Dallas Christian,
etc.)
Potential level of Play | NCAA D3 / Possible late NAIA partial

Player Assessment/Evaluation: Although Jaidyn is undersized, he makes up for it by

playing extremely hard, competes every possession, and can score it on all 3 levels.  His

college ready strength on offense is the ability to score it off the bounce, and excels at

getting out in transition and playing downhill.  Super quick in open court and looks his best

when he is pushing the pace.   What is exposed on film is shot selection and ball control in

traffic to limit unforced turnovers.   You can stay in attack mode, but need a 2nd gear at

times on Offense when numbers are not there.  Gets downhill to the basket with a quick

first step, but must show he can finish through contact and over bigger defenders down

the stretch.   Catch and shoot 3 is good and creates space on his release, but you need to

get me games where you shoot it at a higher % (3-5 or 2-4 from 3pt line are perfect)

Defensively, you must improve your on-ball defensive discipline.  You are active and play

with great energy, but college coaches are looking at how effective you are on ball when



undersized.   Keeping opponents in front while applying constant pressure, not gambling

on the ball, remaining solid, and showcasing you can disrupt ball-handlers without giving

up straight line drives.   You do a very good job of being active on the ball which results in

deflections and making it tough on the guards to deliver passes, but work on consistency

with your discipline and that will stand out down the stretch.

Game films to upload to Jaidyn’s UC Player Card:  Game #1-Highest Scoring game with

the fewest TO’s (24 points, 5 assists 2 turnovers) Game #2 Best Overall Game on both

ends (14 points, 7 assists, 4 steals, 5 defensive rebounds where you get out in transition)

Any games in February where you stay consistent with on ball D, and have a high assist to

low turnover ratio will best represent you (At your size you must be a true PG)

How to move you up College Coaches Boards down the stretch.  Jaidyn’s Recruiting

Game Plan and UC Prospect Cheat Sheet:

College Ready Strengths to Showcase |3-level scorer who can run a team, On ball

Defensive pressure with discipline

Areas exposed on Game Film | Shot selection, on ball defense, non verbal

communication (That will be a KEY for you on films and in Spring camps/showcases)

Jaidyn’s Focus Points down the Stretch | Get up lots of extra reps on 3s (1,000 a week)

and upload games where you shoot 40% or higher from 3 and 50% from the field

(Efficient scorer)  Stay in attack mode and make note to stand out as the leader not the

leading scorer.

College Ready Traits that will stand out when sharing Jaidyn’s UC Player Card to

College Coaches at the targeted levels |Your EFFORT and MOTOR are great, now add

non verbal communication and that will stand out to college coaches (Remember scouts

cannot hear you when watching games, so they look hard at non verbal leadership traits)



Spring Game Plan | Targeting the right FIT

Based on professional insight from an experienced recruiting coordinator or current

college coach, our formula is proven when it comes to matching players with the right FIT.

Level of play, style of play, and college ready strengths all factor in over the next 90 days.

Offensive fit | Must have an Uptempo Program - You are clearly at your best when the

game speeds up and you are pushing the pace.  At your size with your speed we must

target teams/programs Avg. 80+ ppg

Defensive fit |Full court pressing or man to man Pressure Teams -  Programs that want to

disrupt opponents and turn defense into Offense are your best fit.

Our Recruiting Game Plans provide insight from a college coaches lens to guide ‘Top

Prospects’ on what films to upload to their UC Recruits Player Cards that will ‘Gain Interest’

heading into February.  As you continue to progress, we will promote Jaidyn’s best games

to targeted levels that will stand out to college coaches and get you on more radars. As we

get closer to the end of the HS Season, the Uncommon Approach of targeted FITS will

begin until we turn interest into an Offer!

Highlighting Jaidyn’s Strengths (Highlight Video) (1:30 Max | 25 Clips) 15-20 Clips

Showcasing your top 2 college ready Strengths: Scoring in transition & creating offense

in the HC off the bounce (Whether you pass it or score it)  Focus on your playmaking both in

HC and FC (15 FC clips and 5 HC clips will be perfect)

5-10 Clips of Position Specific Winning Plays without the Ball in your hands: Mix in 5-7

of your best on ball pressure defensive clips where you force a turnover or disrupt the

offense.



Jaidyn Davis Recruiting Game Plan | 2022-2023 Season

Set very specific game goals you are capable of achieving after reviewing the UC

scout & evaluation. We only share game films that stand out to college coaches

so follow your Recruiting Game Plan. Our focus will be on the following 3 areas

until we start to gain real interest: #1 Stay Aggressive while looking under

control (IF you can pass up 1 or 2 forced shots and turn those into making the

right plays that will stand out - must show you can run a team not just score) #2

Your energy and effort on defense stand out, but if you can constantly pressure

the ball while adding discipline then coaches start forgetting about being

undersized. Effective effort offsets size. #3 I think the big key for you is to look

on film like the team leader not the team’s leading scorer. Your resume for

putting points on the board is solid, but you must add non-verbal leadership

traits to stand out to college coaches (Huddle the team, matching teammates

up, sprinting to huddle, giving teammates five, etc. etc.)


